Software History

NOTE: Each release contains all solutions identified in the earlier version. The latest software solves the issues below:

TPM1012E_003.004.000.001 (Date published: 2014-09-03)
- Update e-DFU.

TPM1012E_003.003.000.001 (Date published: 2014-05-15)
- Fixed: (French) Sets blocked frequently on BFM and M6.
- Fixed: Picture is cut off when playing video clips from USB.
- Fixed: The volume indicator is not displayed, but can adjust volume.
- Fixed: (DACH) Unicable is not working well.
- Fixed: (Ukraine) TV cannot decode channel both in DVB-T2 and in cable TV.
- Fixed: Repetitive OSD “channel-update is available in std.-by”.
- Fixed: T2 channel no sound output.
- Fixed: Autofill setting.
- Fixed: HDMI ARC OSD message permanently shown up.

TPM1012E_003.001.000.001 (Date published: 2014-03-20)
- Fixed: (Russia) DVB_T2 reception failed.
- Fixed: (Spain) Pin code issue.
- Fixed: (Ukrain) JPG format cannot be viewed correctly on TV screen.
- Fixed: No video when playback MPEG-DASH clear content.
- Fixed: TV not waking up from standby when setting a PVR.
- Fixed: DVB-S set does return to last program status after std.by.
- Fixed: TVboots up with no picture, only audio, when switched on from loungelight.
- Fixed: (Finland) analog channel not detected on DVB-C.
- No digital channels are found when the parameters are not reset.

TPM1012E_002.011.000.001 (Date published: 2013-09-27)
(Note: Issue fixed in test releases from V2.007 to V2.011 included)

- "whistling noise" in K model set.
- Updated translation in Finnish & Slovenia language.
- DUT cannot search Digital channel(Belgium/DVB-C/Full scan).
- Slovenia -DVB-T scan with country SLOVENIA: DVB-T channels are located from program number 800+.
- A HELP menu »?« – electronic user manual – database is empty/nothing is shown on the screen.
- OSD keyboard should appear in local languages.
- Hebrew language implementation.
- [Ziggo] Pin Pop Up is displayed when exiting VOD or inserting CAM or channel switching.
- Broadcast EPG DVB-S: First program cannot be selected.

TPM1012E_002.006.000.001 (Date published: 2013-05-27)
- Introduction of new product ranges (22” and 24” series).
- Updated onscreen help content.
- Improvement on 3D video. (Only applicable to 3D models)
- Updated predefined channel list for Austria.
- Corrected OSD errors for Portuguese language.

**TPM1012E_002.002.000.001 (Date published: 2013-04-04)**
- Fixed Ziggo CI+ module not working issue. (Only applicable to country, Netherlands).

**TPM1012E_002.001.000.001 (Date published: 2013-03-27)**
- Initial production software.